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association; The head of jihad-e-agriculture and some of disciplinary officers of Alborz 
province.

Export of agricultural products about 20 milliard Dollars
We are expecting increasing of production rate in the fifth program will 

be reached to 14 million tonnes
It is anticipated that in the fifth program the rate of increased val-

ue in agriculture sector is about 6 percent and the needed amount of 
investigatian for natural sources is 14 percent. Of course the collec-
tion of exploitation consists of human power, invest and product.

- expectation of 20 milliard dollars for Experting in The fifth 
program planing.

- Agricultural product in 1389 was abont 107 million tones which should be increased 
to 143 million tone upto 1393. It shows the annually increasing rate which is near to 7 
percent.

-The main purpose of the fifth program is healthy food, rural progressive activities, 
more attention to private sectors; more protection and profiting of jungles and pas-
tures.

The head of Veterinary organization:
The regional Committee meeting of Asia, Oceania and the Far East will 

be held in Tehran
Dr. S.M. Dastoor, announced: This meeting is the twenty eights one  which will be 

last for 5 days in Tehran.
He added: “Many Countries will be participate in this meeting; So it’s the best time for 

them to visit our veterinarian progresses and abilities, drug industry, vaccination pro-
grams, feed, animal husbandry and dairy products. Besides we can remove some tech-
nical obstacles for export of veterinary drugs, poultry products and vaccine exporting.

Dr. Dastoor told: “Our participants in this grand meeting are as bellow: The head of 
International veterinary health association, The head of regional committee.The man-
agers of 37 asian, oceania and The Far East Countries, Such as japan, Australlia, New 
Zealand, China, South Korea, America, representatives of FAO, Europe unity, Associa-
tion of Economical Cooperation ECHO.

Dr. Dastoor told: “OIE” as an International association consists of 177 country and 
Iran is one of its stable members, besides Iran is The member of two committee of this 
association.
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A glance on internal and external Commercial Conflicts of poultry 
industry

It seems as though producers, businessmen, industrial preducer, Veterinary drug 
importers and poultry factories never will reach to an accurate and 
stable situation, while its known as economically profitable activity 
in Iran.

Our poultry producers are permanently face with endless conflicts, 
shortages, sever fluctuation of market, disagreements with the state, 
shadow of legal punishments, contentious warning to importers for 
decrease the prices and many other disturbances.

At all, poultry and hatchery industry is confronted with many wor-
ries and warnings, both internal and external approach. Now it`s time for poult indus-
try collection and its pioneers and managers become as a unit by a enforceable and 
reliable treaty. They should trust together, share their own knowledges to decrease 
internal abuse intentions.

If so, There is no doubt different sectors of this economical industry will be faced 
with fewer external problems and also they will have more cooperation with our state 
sectors.

The Fifth professional Exhibition of ingredients, irrigation systems, 
Greenhous Eqiuipments and agricultural machineries was celebrated 

for the other time originated, centralized and entired standard
By reporting of official reporter of “Dampar-

varan” magazine, the said exhibition by name of 
“The exhibition of technology of infustructural 
agriculture” or “Iran Agri A.T.I” was held by par-
ticipating of 110 pioneer factories from 26 prov-
inces of Iran. By haveng 4100 squrare meters of 
Covered-space and 500 meters of outer space, 
prepared an appropriated and safe condition for 
more competition and transactions. Producers 
and Companies participated with high energy and 

confidence because they relied completely to the Conclusion of this exhibition.

The executive manager of this specialized show had anounced all of active farmers, 
pioneers, managers of irrigating and agricalture machineries in 37 provinces of Iran.

The opening ceremony was celebrated by speech of Aytollah. Alami. The others 
were as below: deputy of vali-e-Faghih in jihad-e-agriculture ministry, Engineer 
S.R.Sajaadi, deputy of water and soil and industries; Engineer. A.Behnamzadeh, The 
head of office of irrigating systems; Mr. Attar, The head of agricultural engineering 
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